Atlas of Prejudice Divides Europe in 20 Different Ways
By Gabriel Aubry

Bigots now have a map to refer to to explain their personal biases. In Yanko Tsvertkov’s Atlas of Prejudice 2, he explores the mental shortcuts and stereotypes people use to describe their world view.

Though they usually base this on folklore and imagined maps, like the Orient or ‘Mexico’, now you can refer to an actual map that will support your unquestionably mistaken opinions.

The book offers a unique view on otherwise trivial subjects like the Spanish Reconquista and its incestuous but God-fearing masterminds Isabella and Ferdinand, the transatlantic voyages of a racist xenophobe called Christopher Columbus, the passion for ridiculous hats of an Ottoman sultan, the love affair between Charlemagne and Pope Leo III, and the discovery of America by Scandinavian socialists known as the Vikings.
The self proclaimed international bigotry professional with a taste for unconventional historical studies shows us 20 different ways we tear Europe apart:

TEARING EUROPE APART
20 ways to slice a continent from Yanko Tsvetkov's Atlas of Prejudice 2

www.atlasofprejudice.com